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If you are looking for a real outdoor all-rounder, If you are looking for a real outdoor all-rounder, 

the DABMAN OR 1 is definitely worth conside-the DABMAN OR 1 is definitely worth conside-

ring. The DABMAN OR 1 can also be described as ring. The DABMAN OR 1 can also be described as 

the Swiss Army Knife among radios: in addition to the Swiss Army Knife among radios: in addition to 

„classic“ radio functions (DAB+ and FM reception „classic“ radio functions (DAB+ and FM reception 

as well as Bluetooth music streaming) with decent as well as Bluetooth music streaming) with decent 

stereo sound, the versatile device may be used as stereo sound, the versatile device may be used as 

a flashlight or reading light if required, it has an a flashlight or reading light if required, it has an 

optical and acoustic SOS alarm function, is equip-optical and acoustic SOS alarm function, is equip-

ped with a thermometer and can also be used as ped with a thermometer and can also be used as 

a power bank to operate and charge other electro-a power bank to operate and charge other electro-

nic devices. The highlight of the water-resistant and nic devices. The highlight of the water-resistant and 

shockproof all-rounder is its versatile power supply: shockproof all-rounder is its versatile power supply: 

besides the obligatory mains operation, the radio besides the obligatory mains operation, the radio 

can be operated independently of the mains thanks can be operated independently of the mains thanks 

to a 4000 mAh Li-ion battery. In addition, the out-to a 4000 mAh Li-ion battery. In addition, the out-

door all-rounder has a crank and solar cells with door all-rounder has a crank and solar cells with 

which it can be charged if necessary. All in all: its which it can be charged if necessary. All in all: its 

versatility in combination with the optional, mains-versatility in combination with the optional, mains-

independent power supply makes the DABMAN OR independent power supply makes the DABMAN OR 

1 the ideal companion on the beach as well as for 1 the ideal companion on the beach as well as for 

camping or hiking trips.camping or hiking trips.
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Connections
. 1x USB-C (power supply)

. 1x USB 2.0 (powerbank output)

ALL FUNCTIONSALL FUNCTIONS
AT A GLANCEAT A GLANCE

IMPERIAL DABMAN OR 1
Item No.: 22-105-00
Retail price: 119,99 €

Highlights
·  DAB+ & FM reception & Bluetooth music streaming

·  Power supply via mains, battery, crank and solar panel

·  Versatile additional features: flashlight, reading light, SOS signal, thermometer

·  Powerbank operation: USB 2.0 interface for charging and operation of devices 

supporting 5V DC

·  Shock proof and water resistant housing  

(IPX 5 approved)

·  Rechargeable Li-ion battery (4000 mAh) featuring USB charging interface

·  2x 7W stereo sound

·  Small-sized dimensions and weight  



IMPERIAL DABMAN OR 2
Item No.: 22-106-00
Retail price: 119,99 €

ALL FUNCTIONSALL FUNCTIONS
AT A GLANCEAT A GLANCE

Highlights
·  DAB+ and FM reception

· Bluetooth 5.0

·  Power supply via mains, batteries, hand crank and solar cells

· Torch (3 different modes)

· SOS emergency signal

· Power bank mode via USB-A connection

·  Li-Ion battery (3.7 V, 4500 mAh) with USB charging port

· loudspeaker with 2 Watt music power

www.telestar.de



„If you want to feel, you have to listen“ - the DAB-„If you want to feel, you have to listen“ - the DAB-

MAN OR 2 digital radio provides entertainment in MAN OR 2 digital radio provides entertainment in 

every situation of life. In- and outdoor, via mains- or every situation of life. In- and outdoor, via mains- or 

battery operation and if necessary there is power battery operation and if necessary there is power 

supply via the hand crank or solar panel.supply via the hand crank or solar panel.

The integrated LED torch with 3 different brightness The integrated LED torch with 3 different brightness 

levels, an SOS signal generator and the power bank levels, an SOS signal generator and the power bank 

function offer real added value for everyone who function offer real added value for everyone who 

loves their freedom and being independent. The 2 loves their freedom and being independent. The 2 

watt speaker ensures a solid sound and thanks to watt speaker ensures a solid sound and thanks to 

Bluetooth 5.0, the music can also be played and Bluetooth 5.0, the music can also be played and 

streamed from the smartphone or other devices.streamed from the smartphone or other devices.
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Connections
· 1x USB-C (power supply)

· 1x USB-A (power bank)

· 1x 3,5mm headphone jack
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